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OSPF default route in JUNOS

Posted by waldner on 4 December 2009, 10:33 am

A common situation is where you have some internet-facing routers running BGP with some ISP,

probably receiving full routes, and you want to send a default route to the internal routers, so they will

use the "nearest" router (in terms of metric) to send traffic destined outside the AS. So the boundary

routers run OSPF with the internal routers in area 0. The topology is something like this:

So in this example you want A and B to inject a default route into OSPF area 0. With Cisco, this is all

configured from within the routing protocol, using some variation of the default-information originate

statement. With Juniper this is different. Juniper has policies, which are configured separately from the

routing protocol itself. You create a policy that does what you want, give it a name, and finally reference

it from the routing protocol section (OSPF in this case).

The process is roughly as follows:

Create a route to 0.0.0.0/0

Create a policy that "accepts" it

Use that policy as an export policy in OSPF configuration.

It's interesting to note that what you need to do with JUNOS is effectively an explicit redistribution of

the 0.0.0.0/0 route into OSPF. With Cisco, you don't have to perform an explicit redistribution, but the

default-information originate will generate the default as external LSA, so in practice it is equivalent

to a redistribution. In all cases, the other routers see the route as external.
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There are some variations in what can be done with regards to the first two steps above, so let's have a

look at some possibilities.

Always generate the default

To always generate the default route, one way is to proceed as follows:

Create a route to 0.0.0.0/0

[edit]
root@A# set routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0 discard

[edit]
root@A# set routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0 no-install

[edit]
root@A# show routing-options
static {
    route 0.0.0.0/0 {
        discard;
        no-install;
    }
}

We don't want the router to use the default route to actually forward traffic, so the no-install keyword

prevents the route from being installed in the forwarding table; it will still be visible with "show route"

though, and more important for our purposes, "even if you configure a route so it is not installed in the

forwarding table, the route is still eligible to be exported from the routing table to other protocols." (from

the official documentation)

The discard keyword will silently drop packets without notice; if you want to send back an ICMP error

message, you can use reject rather than discard. Both discard and reject are special cases of

next-hops that a static route can have (the regular case is to have a real IP address as next-hop; we'll

see an example of that below).

Create a policy

We now create a policy that simply accepts the static route:

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement ospf-default from protocol static

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement ospf-default from route-filter 0.0.0.0/0 exact

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement ospf-default then accept

[edit]
root@A# show policy-options policy-statement ospf-default
from {
    protocol static;
    route-filter 0.0.0.0/0 exact;
}
then accept;

You can of course add some action in the "then" part, for example if you want to change the metric or

metric type to influence exit point decisions by the internal routers.

Apply the policy in OSPF
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So far, we have just defined some stuff, but nothing of that is actually used yet. To actually have the

router start advertising the route, we need to use the policy created above as OSPF export policy:

[edit]
root@A# set protocols ospf export ospf-default

[edit]
root@A# show protocols ospf
export ospf-default;
area 0.0.0.0 {
    interface ge-0/0/0.7;
    interface ge-0/0/2.7;
    interface lo0.0 {
        passive;
    }
    interface ge-0/0/3.1 {
        passive;
    }
}

After you commit, router A should now be injecting the default route into the OSPF domain. Repeat the

above steps on all the boundary routers that you want to use as exit points for traffic destined to the

Internet (in our example, only router A and B).

Conditionally generate the default

What we have done so far unconditionally generates a default route; in other words, it's more or less

equivalent to Cisco's default-information originate always. Since we have more than one boundary

router, that might not always be useful, since if one of them loses its upstream BGP peering, you want

internal routers to stop sending traffic to it otherwise it will be blackholed.

One way around this problem is to have the generation of the default on boundary routers be conditional,

that is, only happen if some conditions are met. Those conditions can be, for example, the presence of a

specific route or set of routes (received from upstream) in the routing table, or the availability of the BGP

upstream peer.

Depending on neighbor reachability

[edit]
root@A# set routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop 10.1.1.1

[edit]
root@A# set routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0 no-install

[edit]
root@A# show routing-options
static {
    route 0.0.0.0/0 {
        next-hop 10.1.1.1;
        no-install;
    }
}

The trick here is to set the next-hop to the address of a directly connected neighbor. This makes the

0.0.0.0/0 route active as long as that connected address is reachable. When it is not reachable, the route

will not be active and all the policies that redistribute it will stop doing that. The net result is that the

default route is injected into OSPF only if the connected neighbor is reachable.

The other parts of the configuration are as before.

Depending on the presence of specific routes
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What if the directly connected neighbor is reachable, but the BGP session is down? In that case, with the

previous method router A would still inject a default route into OSPF, which again may not be what we

want. So we can make the generation of the default route conditional upon the existence of BGP routes

in the routing table received from that neighbor.

To do this, we can use an aggregate or generated route instead of a static one.

Whereas a static route is active if the next hop is reachable, which in the case of the special discard and

reject next hops means that the static route is always active, for aggregate and generated routes their

being active depends on the presence of so-called contributing routes. A contributing route is, simply

put, a more specific route than the aggregate or generated route (and sharing the same prefix, of

course). So for example if 192.168.0.0/16 is the aggregate route, 192.168.4.0/24 can be a contributing

route of the aggregate. If there is at least an active contributing route, then the aggregate or generated

route is active as well.

The difference between an aggregate and a generated route is that an aggregate route, even when it's

active, can only have discard or reject next hops, so it will never forward any traffic; a generated route,

on the other hand, can have a real next hop, which is taken from the "preferred" contributing route (how

that "preferred" contributor is determined is not important here). If a generated route is active with an

actual next-hop, it behaves roughly like a static route. If a generated route is active but has a discard

next-hop, then it acts mostly like an aggregated route. Note that a generated route cannot have a reject

next-hop, whereas aggregated can.

For our purposes, we want the default route to not be used to forward any traffic (ie much like having a

route pointing to null0 on Cisco), so we can use either an aggregate route, or a generated route with a

discard next-hop.

Of course, since the aggregate route is 0.0.0.0/0, then any route will be a contributing route and make

the aggregate active, which is not what we want. The good news is that it is possible to set up a policy to

decide which contributing routes are actually counted towards making the aggregate active. So for our

scenario we can choose specifically the routes that we receive from the upstream BGP peer(s), and make

the default route active based on the presence of those routes. Here's an example using a generated

route with discard as next-hop:

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement filter-contributors term 1 from neighbor 10.1.1.1

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement filter-contributors term 1 from next-hop 10.1.1.1

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement filter-contributors term 1 then accept

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement filter-contributors term 2 from neighbor 10.2.1.1

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement filter-contributors term 2 from next-hop 10.2.1.1

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement filter-contributors term 2 then accept

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement filter-contributors term 3 then reject

[edit]
root@A# show policy-options policy-statement filter-contributors
term 1 {
    from {
        neighbor 10.1.1.1;
        next-hop 10.1.1.1;
    }
    then accept;
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}
term 2 {
    from {
        neighbor 10.2.1.1;
        next-hop 10.2.1.1;
    }
    then accept;
}
term 3 {
    then reject;
}

[edit]
root@A# set routing-options generate route 0.0.0.0/0 policy filter-contributors

[edit]
root@A# set routing-options generate route 0.0.0.0/0 discard

[edit]
root@A# show routing-options
generate {
    route 0.0.0.0/0 {
        policy filter-contributors;
        discard;
    }
}

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement ospf-default from route-filter 0.0.0.0/0 exact

[edit]
root@A# set policy-options policy-statement ospf-default then accept

[edit]
root@A# show policy-options policy-statement ospf-default
from {
    route-filter 0.0.0.0/0 exact;
}
then accept;

Then the policy ospf-default is used as export policy in the OSPF configuration as before. So what we

get with this method is to tie the injection of the default route into the OSPF domain to the actual

reception of routes from the BGP peers. As long as either peer 10.1.1.1 or peer 10.2.1.1 are up and are

sending us routes, the default route is generated. When they're not up, injection of the default route

stops as none of the allowed contributors to the generated route is matched. A similar configuration

should be performed on router B, using its BGP peer's IP in the filter-contributors policy.

Conclusion

The generation of a default route in JUNOS is performed differently from how it's usually done in Cisco.

The methods described here are the results of my research on the matter, but any comment or correction

is more than welcome because, while the Juniper documentation is excellent, there does not seem to be

a lot of information on the subject (at least not as much as is available for Cisco).
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